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In this guide you will find some good support when you are onboarding as customer at Nordea. At the moment 

the onboarding service is in Swedish. If you need support in any other language than English, please visit a 

branch who will do their best to support you. 

Why are there so many questions? All banks have an obligation to know our customers and prevent illegal 

activities By asking these question we can provide you a much safer service.

Welcome and happy to see that you are about to join Nordea! 

Data protection policy  

Start button

You should have your ID 

near you Your data is stored 

safely at Nordea
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Start your BankID and sign in

Add your identification (ID) 

and some identification data

Add your telephone 

number and Email address

Identity verification step
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Which of Nordeas services are you interested in?

Which products are you 

interested in?

Will Nordea become your main 

bank?

Are you planning to transfer 

savings and investments to 

Nordea?
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The following question are around your background

Do you have residence for 

tax purposes in the USA?

In which countries do you 

have residence for tax 

purposes?

Country of birth?

If you have an alternative 

address, please add?

In which country are you a 

citizen?

What do you work with?

Are you a person in a 

political exposed position?

Do you have a relation with a 

person in an exposed 

position?
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These question are around how you plan to use our products 

How much do you expect to 

transfer from your account?

Will you do any cash 

transaction to your account?

Do you expect to do any 

cash withdrawals?

What type of transactions 

will you have at Nordea?

How much money will come 

to your account each month?

Will you have transactions to 

foreigner countries?

Will you have transactions 

from foreigner countries?
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Review your answers and sign the new customer agreement with 

Nordea

Start your BankID and sign in


